
Artists Equipment List : A Guide
This list is meant as a guide to useful art materials as well as a guide to the rest of 
your kit.  It is not intended to be a definitive list of materials and equipment that you 
need to bring. Feel free to paint and draw with what you are most comfortable,  
bringing your own preferences of water-based drawing and painting materials.
 
Please note:
Easy to carry, quick drying materials are very useful when out and about. Keep in mind that they 
will take part of your weight allowance on the flight. While we will be transported to a variety of 
painting locations you will still need to be able to carry your kit yourself short distances while we 
are out and about. This trip focuses on the art, not the walking; the locations are suitably planned 
to involve as little walking as possible to avoid eating into our painting time.

If you are bringing any craft or pen knives, whittling or carving or any other sharp equipment, re-
member to pack them in your main suitcase, not in your hand luggage.  All paints are classed as 
liquids (even watercolours) so please also put them in the hold.

If you are a beginner, inexperienced or still undecided about what to bring after reading this guide I 
have included a ‘Basic Essentials List’ below.
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact Siân who will be happy to advise you.

Paper
Sketchbooks are a must. 
How many and what size you bring is entirely up to you.  It’s great to have an A5 or A6 to hand all 
the time e.g. when doing quick sketches of people in cafes or villages, then A4 or A3 for longer 
stops. Bound sketchbooks are very versatile. Hardback sketchbooks are a better choice when out 
and about as there may not be a suitable surface to rest loose paper or soft backed sketch pads 
on.

I suggest that you bring: -
• 1 hardback sketch book (eg Seawhite of Brighton or Daler Rowney cartridge)
• 1 hardback water-colour paper sketchbook (eg RKB Fat Pad, Bockingford) or equivalent surface 

for other media. 
• 1 gummed watercolour pad (Bockingford); please see note below*.

I generally use NOT or cold pressed watercolour paper finish as it is easy to use and produces 
good results.  Bring loose sheets if you prefer larger sizes or single sheets to work up main pieces 
of work. 

*I prefer to make finished paintings on stretched paper as it is much easier to work on and gives a 
far better result. An alternative would be to use gummed watercolour pads, although these are not 
as effective as properly stretched paper. They also work very well when out and about as the 
pages can’t blow! 

Drawing
Drawing is the best way to warm up, learn new techniques and new ways of seeing, and to think 
about your environment.  Bring monochrome (pencils and charcoal), and supplement it with colour 
if you like. Water-soluble pencils are very useful for quick sketches as well as recording tone and 
colour. I tend to draw with a 2B pencil, brush or wax crayon but please bring whatever you would 
like to use.....suggestions:
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•         Pencil – a selection of eg. HB, 2B, 3B, 4B, 6B
•         Conté crayons
•         Charcoal
•         Pastel
•         Eraser
•         Don’t forget your sharpener!

If you are using conté, charcoal or pastel that needs immediate fixing, please bring fixative with 
you (do check that it is suitable to pack in your luggage for the flight).  For those that like charcoal 
and pastels - bear in mind we are not always drawing next to a water source, so hand wipes can 
be useful!
 
Water-based paints
We will be using water based paints. 

You may have your preferences already, please feel free to bring them. 

I use Daler Rowney Artist water colour tubes or a St Petersburg (White Knights) palette of pan 
paints. 

Choose any of these: -
 
·         Water-colour
·         Gouache
·         Designers gouache / inks
·         Acrylic
·         Watercolour pencils / Graphitint / Inktense / Aquatone
 
Suggested colours: my rule on colour is that you use colours you like. The list below gives sug-
gestions suitable for the area we are visiting.  Artist quality paints are far easier to use and give 
better results.
 
Ultramarine 
Cobalt Blue (a very 'Mediterranean' colour!)
Windsor Blue green shade
Cerulean 
Indigo

Lemon yellow 
Raw sienna
Gamboge (hue) or Indian Yellow
Cadmium Yellow 

Permanent Rosé or Alizarin Crimson
Carmine Red 
Winsor Red
Cadmium Red Deep 

Burnt Sienna
Burnt Umber

Permanent mauve (Daler Rowney) or Winsor violet (PV23)
Viridian
Sap green (DR or WN)



Olive Green

Brushes
I tend to use a limited number of brushes, with which I am very familiar and can make a huge 
range of marks. Your style may dictate other sizes or type.  The list of what I use is below, but 
please bring your old favourites and a travel water pot too!
 
I travel with:
•      1 large ¾”or above flat brush (top quality synthetic or mix)
•      3 sword liners , small, medium and large (Pro Arte, synthetic)
•      1 medium water-colour brush e.g. size 8 or 10 (top quality synthetic or mix)
•      1  size 4 good quality sable e.g Da Vinci series 35
•      1 size 2 good quality sable
•      Derwent Water brushes (brushes with water-fillable handles, excellent for on the go)

Camera
We will be making good use of cameras! When used properly with a view to producing art they are 
extremely useful.
Please bring what you are comfortable using and carrying. Smartphone cameras are brilliant these 
days, especially if, like iPhones, they have an inbuilt editing programme.

iPads/tablet (optional)
These are definitely not an essential piece of equipment, but if you have one please bring it along.
I make great use of my iPad, Apple pencil and an app called Procreate while teaching, and I am 
happy to share how I do this for those interested in using digital equipment to improve their art.

Miscellaneous

Essential

A palette. 
Bull dog clips or elastic bands to stop the sketch page blowing over if a breeze picks up!
If weight allows a board strong enough to stretch paper on may be useful.
A suitable bag: backpacks are best, but bring what you are comfortable carrying for short dis-
tances.

Optional

Board : a light weight board to use as a substitute ‘table’ when en plein air (becomes essential if 
you do not have a hardback sketchbook to rest on).
Masking fluid; I prefer WN colourless masking fluid
A colour shaper
A ruling pen (also known as a lining pen, or mapping pen)
Masking tape
An easel
A lightweight stool

A heavier board that would be suitable for stretching paper on (could double a a board for drawing 
on). The weight allowance might dictate your decision on this item. Stretching paper is optional on 
this trip, and can be done during the week.
Gum strip for stretching paper. Unnecessary if you do not bring a heavier board.

Don’t forget a hat, sunglasses, and sun cream!



Basic Essentials List
If you are a a beginner or inexperienced you may find this list of basic essential 
items useful. If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact Siân who will 
be happy to advise you.

Paper
1 hardback sketch book (e.g. Seawhite of Brighton or Daler Rowney cartridge)

1 hardback water-colour paper sketchbook (eg RKB Fat Pad, Bockingford) or equivalent surface 
for other media
 AND/OR
1 gummed watercolour pad (Bockingford)

Sketching  
Pencils – a selection of eg. HB, 2B, 3B, 4B, 6B

Paint colours 
Artist Quality* 5ml tubes or St.Petersburg palette of pan paints
Ultramarine 
Cobalt Blue (a very 'Mediterranean' colour!)
Lemon yellow 
Raw sienna
Gamboge (hue) or Indian Yellow
Permanent Rosé or Alizarin Crimson
Winsor Red
Burnt Sienna  Daler Rowney or Winsor and Newton (not other brands)
Permanent mauve (Daler Rowney) or Winsor violet (PV23)
Sap green (DR or WN)

* If the tube does not have ‘Artists Quality’ or ‘Professional’ quality marked on the tube it is a stu-
dent quality. The latter are cheaper, but more difficult to use and give much less satisfying results.

Brushes
1 medium water-colour brush e.g. size 8 or 10 (top quality synthetic or mix)
1  size 4 
1 size 2 
Derwent Water brushes (brushes with water-fillable handles, excellent for on the go)
Suitable brushes are Pro Arte Prolene Plus, Series7, or  the Winsor & Newton Cotman range.

Camera
A smartphone camera is fine.

Miscellaneous
A palette. 
Bull dog clips or elastic bands to stop the sketch page blowing over if a breeze picks up!
Board : a light weight board to use as a substitute ‘table’ when en plein air. 
A suitable bag: backpacks are best, but bring what you are comfortable carrying for short dis-
tances.
Board : a light weight board to use as a substitute ‘table’ when en plein air (optional, but becomes 
essential if you do not have a hardback sketchbook to rest on).
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